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Student raped in off-campus house

Details of incident not released by U.

BY DAMON CHERTON

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Police are investigating a sexual assault off campus after a weekend in which seven University students and one University employee were targeted.

Commissioner John Kupresch said he has decided to deplore the University's quickness unit for its late shifts in the areas affected by the recent wave of crimes.

University Police placed two additional officers in a "tactical beat," scheduled from 12 p.m. to 3 a.m. effective yesterday.

Kupresch said he feels the officers will be able to handle most of the cases presents on from the more frequent patrols and increased shifts.

Kupresch also said University Police have the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority's assistance. The University will distribute 1,000 Police and Mask to the daily rental limit at the University tomorrow.

Please see WAVE, page A4

Acacia is put on probation for two years in photo case

Masks and Wig ran nude photo in program for in-house show

STUDENT PUBLISHING COMPANY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia, PA 19174

By STEPHEN GLASS

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Please see ACACIA, page A3

Mask and Wig said they are prepared to accept the maximum nude photo that launched a sexual harassment investigation against the University in the program to be released tomorrow.

"It said something like a single, short, dumb, Awkward, main-inter- esting picture," said one source who attended the meeting.

"It was the most important thing that happened," he said. "It was the most important thing that happened.

Please see PHOTO, page A4

Inside

Sports

The team that earned its first victory of the season on a 67-73 set over Navy, and will face St. John's tonight as part of a Big Five doubleheader at the Spectrum.

The Year In Review

A look back at some of the news, events and people that made news for all of 1990. Pages A5-A7.

The End

The Daughter Of The Daily Pennsylvanian will publish this final issue of the second volume on January 13, 1992.

Good Luck on Final
DO YOU WANT MORE OUT OF LIFE?

If you do, we are here to show you how to get what you really want.

THINK ABOUT THESE THREE QUESTIONS.

- What do you really want out of Life?
- What has prevented you from breaking through, though, what has stopped you in the past?
- Have you formulated a plan that you can easily adapt on to reach your goals?

Finally

- Here is a seminar that takes you from finding out what you really want to examining exactly what has stopped you in the past and shows you new techniques that you can utilize immediately to make your dreams become reality now.

For More Information And More Success In Your Life Now
Call Life Designs Inc. • 609-927-2739

In Brief

Culture courses lacking enrollment

A series of new courses focusing on Asian American literature and culture are suffering from low enrollment, according to Associated Director for Advising and Retention. Sin said the courses were poorly advertised to become administrators made the decision to offer them two days before the end of registration. The course on Asian American Literature and Government Policy, which will examine Asian American issues such as education, health, and the environment, is scheduled to run Spring 1992 at the University. Asian American literature and a course on Asian American culture and history will also be offered. Students can enroll in the classes by using PAES.

Berg selected as Nominating chair

The Senate Executive Committee selected Social Sciences Associate Dean Catherine Berg as the Faculty Senate Nominating Committee at last night's meeting. Berg will chair the committee that is responsible for nominating faculty candidates for the various positions, as well as several committee and university posts.

— Margaret Kase

32 awarded Rhodes Scholarships

The DP resumes publication on January 13, 1992

Happy New Year!

On Wednesday, December 11, 10:30 to 4:30*

Bennett Hall, Room 225

Take advantage of the holidays to discuss with your family the educational and career benefits of an overseas experience

Earn credit towards your degree at costs every Penn student should be able to afford

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

present

Ancient Voices
of the University of Pennsylvania

Alexander Blachly, Director

The Art of the Renaissance Fuga:
Canons, Rounds & Other Musical Games by
Du Fay, Josquin, Lassus, White, Byrd

Friday, December 13, 1991, at 8:00 p.m.
St. Mary's Church, 3930 Locust Walk, University of Pennsylvania

Sunday, December 15, 1991, at 3:00 p.m.
St. Paul's Church, 22 Chesterbrook Blvd., Chesterbrook Hill

Admission: $10 (students & seniors) $4 Information: (215) 696-6244

"Sexual Exposure" (scheduled for Sunday, Dec 10) has been cancelled

Penn Abroad

STUDY ABROAD
OPEN HOUSE

Are you thinking about ...

...studying abroad next year?

Take a study break before exams and stop by our Open House to pick up information about Universities overseas (brochures, catalogs, application forms)

Advisors will be available all day* to answer your questions.

Come in for coffee and a chat!

Wednesday, December 11 10:30 to 4:30* Bennett Hall, Room 225

Quotation of the Day

"Humorously or not, I think an opinion is being phased out. I think it’s not only important to tell them what we’re about, but to do something about it with our own words."

— College junior Yen-Le Kim, a member of the UA’s steering committee for new campus paper AI.
All I did was eat hot dogs, but these are sacrifices you have to make when working in a campaign."

Joe Watkins
White House Senior Staffer

``I did not think the student government would want us to portray the chest of another student who died from a gunshot wound. Praying for Mumford made me uncomfortable. I had to keep up the pretense that I was just praying, and I did not want to be known as being pro-religion."

``I was late to the meeting and had to spend a few minutes talking with a White House aide about a political incident."

``The reality of politics deals with mudslinging,"" Watkins said. ""Politics is a tough game."""
UA slams Council vote on membership of committees

Police up patrols after crime wave hits campus area

WAVE, from page A1:

Keffmeyer's All Natural Old-fashioned Cookies

Policies are a way to "see if the president really means what he says about being receptive to student input."
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NO TIME TO EAT?

Order from

Hoagie House

Delivery to your home or favorite study location.

GOD LUCK ON FINALS!

FOR SPEEDY DELIVERY CALL 387-0905 OR FAX 387-2665

We're in tune with your holiday needs.

A Hallmark tradition continues as we present our newest collection of Christmas songs performed by Harry Belafonte, Jennifer Warnes, The American Boychoir, and The London Symphony Orchestra. Welcome your friends and family home for the holidays with these musical favorites. With any Hallmark purchase, the cassette or album is just $2.95, the compact disc is $6.95. Limit one per customer while supplies last.

HUNTER HALL
CARDS & GIFTS
3417 Spruce St.
Lower Level

Great savings on eyecare from... PENN Optometrics

SAVE $30.00
Our Best Daily Wear Lens Packages
Includes:
-Exam
-Design Care Kit
-2-4 Weekly Contact Lenses
-Contact Lens Case
Now 99.95.

50% OFF your eye exam or $20.00 off any pair of Glasses when purchased together.

20% OFF All Designer Frames in Stock!

Jonest New York, Poio by Ralph Lauren, Perry Ellis, Giorgio Armani, Logos Pairs

3600 Market St. • Entrance on 36th Street
CALL 387-3600

Department Overview

Disney Development Company (DDC) is the real estate development division of The Walt Disney Company, which works with other divisions of the parent company to master plan Disney's extensive land holdings. DDC is a key player in the development strategy area and is directly responsible for managing land acquisition, entitlement processing, governmental negotiations and construction of new resort projects. In addition, DDC works to develop and lease office and studio-related facilities to meet corporate space needs.

The DDC team applies a unique mix of economic and strategic analysis with architectural, planning and construction skills to approach major development opportunities. The group has significant interaction with the company's major operating groups (Walt Disney Attractions, Walt Disney Imagineering, and Walt Disney Studios), as well as various corporate groups.

Job Description

Disney Development Company is looking for highly qualified candidates to fill the position of Development Analyst.

The Development Analyst will play a significant role as a member of the project team and can expect to acquire a strong understanding of the development process. This two-to-three-year opportunity will expose the analyst to the executive decision-making process at one of the fastest growing and most successful companies in America. Qualifications include a record of top academic achievement as well as a strong analytical background.

Candidates should send a cover letter, resume and transcript by January 24 to:

Marty Harigan
Senior Development Analyst
Disney Development Company
500 South Buena Vista Street
Burbank, CA 91521
(818) 955-6732

Interviews will be held at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel on Wednesday, February 5, 1992.
February

While pots pour spring as a time of rejuvenation, March brought the University sorrow and struggle.

And in the week following Spring Break, the University faced the deaths of two students and two highly-regarded faculty and discussion of the University’s “need-blind” admissions policies.

College sophomore Jennifer Brown and College and Wharton sophomore Jonathan Pink were killed in a car accident while traveling from a weekend at Princeton University to become the provost of Princeton University, making him the fifth to leave his post in the University’s history.

The castle was vacated after the Wharton student Jonathan Ellis Pink was killed. The student had been on the university newspaper, the Daily Pennsylvanian, and was the editor of the student newspaper. He was also a member of the university’s debate team.

The administration, reacting to proposals to slash the University's state funds and decreases in federal aid, suggested that the Class of 1995 would not be admitted on a need-blind basis.

While the administration also suggested increasing the cost of tuition by 10 percent to compensate, the trustees lowered the tuition increase to 5 percent in the academic year.

And the newly selected Class of 1995 did not see too hot when the heat was turned down, but the United Way got in more hot water when it used tactics which were against University policy, in turn, a deficit for the next fiscal year.
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And the newly selected Class of 1995 did not see too hot when the heat was turned down, but the United Way got in more hot water when it used tactics which were against University policy, in turn, a deficit for the next fiscal year.

Seven students streak through the Quad on a cold February morning. In its third year, the streak is becoming a campus tradition, although its appropriateness has been questioned.

student university participated in a city-wide demonstration against the Persian Gulf War. Protesters throughout the war stressed their support for troops fighting in the Middle East.

University students got a shot in the arm and the University almost lost a leader in February.

The University prepared for mass- ing in the face of a crisis when Gov. Robert Casey announced his plan to reduce the University’s state funding by half. The move forced senior Vice President Martin Wormington to go to Baltimore to tell the childless, the University, and the state legislature.

At one time, a measles outbreak occurred in Philadelphia and caused the death of two-year-old girl. When seven students were diagnosed with the virus, the University quarantined them.

The administration had an effect as far away as New Haven, Conn., as Yale University cancelled all classes until students present proof of inoculation before en- 
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Kudos

To School of Arts and Sciences Dean Rosemary Stevenson for (nearly) slowing down the revolving door at College Hall.

To the people who designed the "two con- ceptive terms" slogan in the City Charter.

To Chris Landry for becoming an All-American track star.

To the Social Planning and Events Committee for bringing a few good acts (i.e. Dennis Miller) on the Admissions tour.

Hiring so many guards to stand in all the empty hallways is a capricious method for selling Basketball season tickets.

To "surprised" at Coach Gary Steele's decision to give the All-American guard to someone else.
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The 107th Board: We beat the Inky.

It was a baptism by fire. George Bush decided to test our patience by calling for a "simple" board — to argue out our own elections, we came together. And we met the Gulf War. From a mayoral election to the case the editorial page fell through. We never did need that extra page three in service hoard to Hearty kill Rita.

But the excitement didn't stop with the end of the month. It was a baptism by fire.

Supplements: Paul Blu

Night Editors: Leanne Clinekoskie, Jeffrey Hurok, Karen Scovil, Jessica Tannenbaum

Senior Photographers: Conde Cairo, Yasushi Chang, Alex Chen, Ivy Chodker, Rich Cohen, Aronoff, Deb Brown, Morgan Beatty, Elaine Bercovitz, Michael Mishkin, Adam Rubin, Amanda Rykoil

Staff Photographers: Caesar Aquino, Terence Egami, Curt Fey, Brian Newberry

Senior Photographers: (and) Touschke, Yasushi Chang, Alex Chen, Ivy Chodker, Aronoff, Deb Brown, Morgan Beatty, Elaine Bercovitz, Michael Mishkin, Adam Rubin, Amanda Rykoil

The 107th Board of Editors and Managers looks eager to start its term (right) and relaxes after a year of too much stress and too little sleep (above).
Gorbachev still trying to preserve Sov. Union

Gorbachev gov't loses control of republics

The Kremlin stunned the world yesterday afternoon by announcing a new commonwealth of independent republics in announcing a guest staying at the Kennedy estate. "There is no way to preserve the authority to make the declaration until the last minute be- yond me," she told Congress. "I had to stop

AIDS victim Bergalis dies at age of 23

AIDS victim Bergalis died at age of 23

Fort Pierre, S.D. — Kimberly Bergalis brought her daughter to the hospital for a checkup yesterday that the new commonwealth will allow to preserve the territorial integrity of the country's ethnic heritage as the country's west that the new commonwealth will allow to preserve the territorial integrity of the country's ethnic heritage as the country's...
"DP" publishes apology for ad

By MARGARET KANE

The Daily Pennsylvanian published a statement Friday apologizing for running an advertisement that contained discriminatory language against gay and lesbian couples.

The ad offered a Valentine's Day special for the Polo Hay nightclub which stated in fine print that the special was open to couples who "must be of the opposite sex.

A group of students and faculty calling itself the Valentine's Day Coalition protested the ad and filed complaints with the Philadelphia Human Relations Coalition against both the DP and the nightclub.

The group has since agreed to drop the complaints against the DP, which editors of the paper have maintained are groundless against the DP, which editors of the paper have maintained are groundless.

Attention Undergraduates:

BE A MEMBER OF THE

SEARCH COMMITTEE FOR

DEPUTY PROVOST

Applications available on the NEC/UA office door, Houston Hall return applications on Monday, December 9 between 2-5 PM.

Questions? call Tanya Young 387-9031
Sharon Dunn 573-8088
NEC office 808-8009

ROOMS - ROOMS - ROOMS - ROOMS - ROOMS - ROOMS - ROOMS - ROOMS - ROOMS

ATTENTION

Graduate and Undergraduate Students

Ready to move back to the convenience and safety of on-campus housing? Rooms/opportunities for immediate or second semester occupancy. No need to worry about subletting this summer —

All utilities included —
Discounted long distance rates with the "Penntrex" telephone system —
Cooking, laundry, meeting facilities —
No security deposit is required —

Department of Residential Living
Assignment Office
High Rise North
3801 Locust Walk • 808-8271

ATTENTION ALL WORK STUDY STUDENTS!!!

✓ Summer employment
✓ Flexible hours
✓ Good pay

If these priorities on your list, contact the Pre-Freshman Program.

We are looking for bright, intelligent, and independent people to serve as School Coordinators for the Pre-Freshman Program. Duties include Administrative support as well as planning some programs and overseeing projects. Opportunities exist for summer employment with the 1992 Pre-Freshman Program.

Positions begin in January and pay $5.80 per hour. Information and applications available at the Tutoring Center, 3809 Locust Walk - 898-8586.
Save $2.00 On Your Next Toner Cartridge Purchase!

On December 9 & 10, the Computer Connection in conjunction with TechLink Corporation will be collecting old toner cartridges to be recycled! For every old toner cartridge you bring into the Computer Connection on Dec. 9 & 10, between 11 a.m. - 3 p.m., you will receive a voucher good for $2.00 off a new toner cartridge.

If your toner cartridge is not yet ready to be recycled, don’t worry you won’t miss out on this great opportunity! In an effort to improve our environment this program will be ongoing. So - instead of throwing your toner cartridge out next time it runs dry, bring it to the Computer Connection and save $2.00 on your next toner cartridge purchase.

Recyclable Toner Cartridges:

- Apple Laserwriter
- Laserwriter Plus
- Hewlett Packard Series I
- Apple Laserwriter II (SC/NT/NTX)
- Hewlett Packard Series I,II,IIID, IID
- Next Laser
- Apple Personal Laserwriter II (SC/NT/LS)
- Hewlett Packard HP, IIIP

Dates & Times:
Dec. 9 & 10, 1991
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Penn vs. St. Joe's at Spectrum

By NOAH HAREL

 Penn (8-4, 1-2 PCAA) took on St. Joe's (2-10, 0-4 PCAA) in the Spectrum tonight. According to the presidents of the Big Four, the game was expected to be hotly contested. The game lived up to expectations and the final score was 71-63.

The Quakers had a difficult time against the top-scoring team in the PCAA, but they fought hard throughout the game. PA Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Quakers hold on for first victory Late charge by Middies falls short

By MICHAEL MISKIEW

The bottom line is the Penn men's basketball season: looking back at the first half of the season, Penn was able to get past the University of Richmond by a mere two points. Just two nights ago at the Palestra, as the Quakers were on the rise toward national competition, a win seemed like a possibility. But this game was not to be.

Penn was able to hold the Middies to only 24 points in the first half, but that was not enough. The Quakers could have easily won the game, but their poor shooting and inability to control the ball allowed the Middies to come back in the second half. The final score was 71-63.

The Quakers were led by senior guard Paul Chambers, who scored a team-high 18 points. Junior forward Jerry Berzanski also had a good game, scoring 14 points and 13 rebounds. The Quakers' defense was also a big factor in the game, holding the Middies to only 40% shooting.

At Courtside

With feet injured during the previous game, the Quakers' coach Roger Reina said, "It's been a tough week for us. Between the injuries and the loss of some key players, we're not where we want to be." But he was pleased with the team's effort tonight.

"The team fought hard, and I'm proud of them," Reina said. "They worked hard in practice this week, and it showed on the court." The Quakers had a 13-point lead at halftime, but the Middies came back to tie the game in the second half. The Quakers were able to hold on for the win, but it was a close call.

The team's next game will be against Dartmouth on Saturday. The Quakers are currently in fourth place in the PCAA, and a win against Dartmouth would help them climb the standings.

Charity stripe proves key in loss to 49ers

By MICHAEL LIEF

The Quakers' basketball season is coming to an end, and with it comes the end of one of the most exciting seasons in recent memory. The team had high expectations going into the season, but they never expected to be where they are now.

The season started off well, with a 10-2 record and a top-10 ranking in the polls. However, the team's confidence was shaken when they lost three straight games. But they were able to bounce back and win their last two games, setting up a potential championship game.

The Quakers were able to take down the top-ranked team in the league, but they were unable to hold on to their lead. The team's defense was a major factor in the loss, as they allowed too many easy shots and turnovers.

At Courtside

The Quakers were able to hold on for a win against the Middies, but they knew they had to be more focused in the second half. The team's leading scorer, senior guard Paul Chambers, had a strong performance, scoring 18 points.

The team's next game will be against Dartmouth on Saturday. The Quakers are currently in fourth place in the PCAA, and a win against Dartmouth would help them climb the standings.
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The Quakers were able to take down the top-ranked team in the league, but they were unable to hold on to their lead. The team's defense was a major factor in the loss, as they allowed too many easy shots and turnovers.
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The team's next game will be against Dartmouth on Saturday. The Quakers are currently in fourth place in the PCAA, and a win against Dartmouth would help them climb the standings.

Wrestlers notch fourth-place at Sheridan Invitational

By DEBORAH LYNCHER

Last Friday, the Penn wrestling team participated in the Sheridan Invitational, and the team finished fourth overall. The team was led by senior co-captain Steve Dabbs, who won his sixth straight match and defeated the number one ranked wrestler in the nation.

The team's performance was strong, with several wrestlers making it to the quarterfinals. However, the team was unable to secure a victory in the finals.
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The Quakers were able to take down the top-ranked team in the league, but they were unable to hold on to their lead. The team's defense was a major factor in the loss, as they allowed too many easy shots and turnovers.
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Wrestlers notch fourth-place at Sheridan Invitational

By DEBORAH LYNCHER

Last Friday, the Penn wrestling team participated in the Sheridan Invitational, and the team finished fourth overall. The team was led by senior co-captain Steve Dabbs, who won his sixth straight match and defeated the number one ranked wrestler in the nation.

The team's performance was strong, with several wrestlers making it to the quarterfinals. However, the team was unable to secure a victory in the finals.
The Eagles beat Giants for sixth straight

Norwood comes through for Buffalo; 'Niners slip by Seattle

Eagles 18, Giants 7

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. - The New York Giants had eight field goals and a conversion in the final 15 minutes of play, but it wasn't enough to make up for a 41-yard kickoff that was returned for a touchdown on the first play of overtime. The Eagles' 18-7 victory was the sixth straight for the Eagles.

After Mark Brunell intercepted a long pass by Joe Montana on the opening play of overtime, the Eagles scored two straight field goals to tie the game at 7-7.

The Giants had one final chance to win the game in overtime, but Montana's pass went off the mark and the Eagles earned a 18-7 victory.

The Eagles' defense dominated the game, holding the Giants to 206 total yards and preventing them from scoring a touchdown. The Giants had only three first downs in the game and were held to 131 yards of total offense.

In overtime, the Eagles took over at their own 44-yard line and drove to the Giants' 10-yard line, where they kicked the game-winning field goal.

The Eagles now lead the NFC East by a game and are 6-0 for the first time since 1988. They are also 6-0 in the month of December for the first time in franchise history.

The Giants' defense allowed 411 total yards and were unable to stop the Eagles' offense.

In conclusion, the Eagles' victory was well-deserved and their defense played a crucial role in securing the win. The Giants, on the other hand, were unable to overcome the Eagles' defense and were ultimately defeated by a score of 18-7.
M. Hoops defeats Navy for first victory
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W. Swim overmatched by Yale

By STEPHEN KARANSK

Columbia University

Throughout the history of sports, there have been many amazing upsets. However, none are as weak as the Yale upset over the Eli team. Overconfidence, overrated teams, some of their most apparent

For the Yale's women's swimming team, Saturday's meet was not one of those times. A deep, highly talented Eli team cruised the Quakers, 157-78.

"When we went in there, we didn't know if we had the depth to go "Yale and beat them," Penn junior Kristy Colsberg said. "Yale has just a great team. We just tried to go there and win as many races as possible.

Unfortunately, for the Quakers, 1:0 by Leopold, 1:0 overall, the team didn't win that many races. But for the first place finishers of the Yale in the 300 yard backstroke and 500 meter free, Penn would have gone 1-2-3 for the day.

The Quakers were overmatched in every aspect of the meet, as the Eli's 1:6.4-6 overall team depth was too much for Penn to handle. "Yale has a talented team," Quaker's coach Robert W.泳ine said. "They're just programs that can give us a run for our money."

Even though those particular races may have made the score a little more respectable, the Eli's were in control throughout the meet. Even though the Quakers lost the meet to the Eli team, one factor which may have contributed to the overwhelming nature of the loss was the Eli's depth. Eli had over a week to prepare for the Quakers. Penn on the other hand was coming off only two days rest from its first win of the season on Wednesday against Columbia.

"We're not making excuses, but we were tired from the Columbia meet," Colsberg said. "I think the fact that Yale didn't have a meet was a reason that Yale beat us by 80." Although the Quakers were, in the true sense of the word, "No. 2" in the country, they insist their attitude and morale are stronger than ever. This is important, considering the Quaker's disappointing season last year. Although we lost, we still have a really good attitude going into the break," Byrne said.

This team is really close, which makes the winning of tape a lot easier. Although we know we don't have the depth to win some of the meets, we all know that every

doing the team is pooling together and swimming the fastest time. "I think the team has some good things about it," Colsberg said. As for the break, I think we're gonna come out fighting against Dartmouth, and the rest of the Ivy League.

The team will have time to lick its wounds, as the Quakers have over a month until their next meet Janury 11 against Dartmouth at Sherry Vest. For the winter vacation, the team will travel to Puerto Rico. However, the team will return for just one week of training, to get the swimmers into shape for the rest of the tough Ivy League swimming schedule.
W. Hoops wins one, loses one in Ivy Challenge against N. Carolina competition

Free throws prove to be key for W. Hoops in defeat

Laughable and Contemptible
Peter Spiegel
M. Swim relentlessly bombarded by Elis

As Adam Hertzog was raking in the votes for his "Year of the Pigeon" campaign, he received a call from Elis, the student body president, who wanted to discuss a "true indication of the tide of the times." The call was unannounced and left Hertzog feeling unprepared.

Elis, in her usual, unapologetic manner, said, "We are in a critical situation, Adam. The tide is against us this time. We need your support to turn this around."

"I don't understand what you mean," Hertzog said, his voice trembling.

"I mean, the tide of the times," Elis replied. "The students are voting against you."

Hertzog, who had never known Elis to be anything but confident, began to feel a sense of panic. "But why? What did I do wrong?"

Elis sighed deeply. "You were too nice to them. They want someone who will fight for them. You need to be more aggressive, Adam."
We've made reservations for you... to study in the

HOUSTON HALL DINING ROOM

Open 24 hours a day!

from Tuesday, December 10th (11:00 PM) thru Friday, December 20th (7:30 AM)

* Free coffee 9:00 PM - 7:30 AM
* Extended hours for participating food services in the mall
* Security provided

Brought to you by the

Office of Student Life Facilities

HOUSTON HALL
HALL OF FLAGS DINING ROOM
3417 SPRUCE ST. • LOWER LEVEL
(After 11 PM, entrance only through Northeast exterior door--near College Hall)